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Abstract

based on them (Yli-Jyrä, 2008a). Optimized CR
compilation methods can thus bring advantage to a
wide range of applications.
The current work presents a complement-free
method that has some advantages and disadvantages
in comparison with the commonly used De Morgan
implementations of the inherent universal quantification of CRs. It expresses the universal quantification positively, by recognizing ladder-shaped structures between deterministic left contexts and codeterministic right contexts and by projecting them
to accepted words. The complexity of the method
is analyzed here, but a fuller evaluation remains for
further work.

This paper describes a non-conventional
method for compiling (phonological or
morpho-syntactic) context restriction (CR)
constraints into non-deterministic automata in
finite-state tools and surface parsing systems.
The method reduces any CR into a simple
one that constraints the occurrences of the
empty string and represents right contexts
with co-determististic states. In cases where
a fully deterministic representation would be
exponentially larger, this kind of inward determinism in contexts can bring benefits over
various De Morgan approaches where full
determinization is necessary. In the method,
an accepted word gets a unique path that is
a projection of a ladder-shaped structure in
the context recognizer. This projection is
computed in time that is polynomial to the
number of context states. However, it may be
difficult to take advantage of the method in a
finite-state library that coerces intermediate
results into canonical automata and whose
intersection operation assumes deterministic
automata.

1

1.1 The Use of CR Constraints
Let Σ be the (pair symbol) alphabet over which all
the words are defined. A context restriction (CR)
constraint checks the occurrences of a pattern in
the words. For example, a phonological constraint
(Koskenniemi, 1983) such as
p:m ⇒ Σ∗ n:m Σ∗ ,

Introduction

Context restriction (CR) constraints and the related
extended regular expression operator (⇒) are included in some widely used finite state compilers
(such as XFST, SFST, and FOMA) and is a standard part of Two Level Morphology (Koskenniemi,
1983). In addition, context-sensitive rewriting (e.g.
XFST replace rules) have an inherent connection
to CR constraints and their implementation can be

(1)

specifies a formal language L ⊆ Σ∗ where the
(pair) symbol p:m may occur only when immediately preceded by the symbol n:m. The left hand
side (p:m) describes the constrained pattern while
the right hand side (Σ∗ n:m Σ∗ ) specifies the contexts to which the pattern occurrences are restricted.
More generally, the CR constraints have the form
α ⇒λ1 ρ1 , ..., λk ρk , where k is the number of
contexts, the variable α stands for the pattern, and
the variables λ1 , ..., λk , ρ1 , ..., ρk constitute k contexts in pairs. Each variable is a recognizable subset
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of Σ∗ and is usually given through a regular expression. We assume that every context (λ ρ) is total
i.e. it reaches the word boundaries although most
implementations (e.g. FOMA) require word boundary markers (.#. λ ρ .#.) in this case.
In the original use scenario – Two Level Morphology – CRs typically restrict allophonemes or
allomorphophonemes to a relatively small number
of contexts. More recently, CR has been used to
express complete morphological lexicons in which
case the total number of contexts can be in thousands
(Yli-Jyrä, 2009).
CR constraints can also be applied to morphosyntax and surface syntax where the total number of conjunctive CR constraints can be significantly higher than in phonology. In an early
manifestation of Finite State Intersection Grammar
(FSIG) (Koskenniemi et al., 1992; Yli-Jyrä, 2003),
both the patterns and the contexts were linguistically informed but quite complicated. More recent
FSIG formalisms focus on local bracketed tree constraints (Yli-Jyrä, 2005) that are motivated by the
well-known succinctness characteristics of packed
forests.
Some of the decision problems for extended regular expressions and CRs in particular (Måns Hulden,
pers.comm. 2010) are intractable and the state complexity of a compiled CR can be prohibitively large
in the worst case scenarios. Therefore, the basic research on CR compilation algorithms increasingly
tries to identify islands of tractability for the CR
compilation problem so that larger systems could
exploit CR and context-sensitive constraints without
efficiency bottlenecks.
1.2 Prior Compilation Techniques
There are six important approaches (SF, GR, FO, IC,
PF, WL) to the compilation of the CR constraints.
Let us describe each of them in turn.
1. SF: Star-Free Regular Expressions
The closure of the empty set ∅ and the singleton languages {w} (w ∈ Σ∗ ) under the operations of concatenation (·), intersection (∩)
and complement ( ) defines the star-free i.e.
counter-free languages (McNaughton and Papert, 1971). Note that α ∩ β = α ∪ β (by De
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Morgan’s laws) and ∅ = Σ∗ . The star-free operators (·, ∩, ∪, ) give a compilation formula
for CRs with k = 1 (Koskenniemi, 1983, 106):
λ1 α∅∩∅αρ1

(2)

However, the length of the formula grows exponentially when k grows, being already high
for two bilateral contexts (Yli-Jyrä, 2003):
λ2 αρ1 ∩λ1 αρ2 ∩(λ1 ∩λ2 )α∅∩∅α(ρ1 ∩ρ2 ). (3)
2. IC: Indexed Contexts
Karttunen et al. (1987) observe that when the
pattern language α consists of atomic symbols,
a multi context CR can be decomposed into
simple CRs. This is done by indexing every
atomic symbol in α by the context pairs λi ρi .
The idea has two implementations:
(a) In Karttunen et al. (1987) and Kaplan and
Kay (1994), the atomic symbols are surrounded by indexed brackets. The method
needs an extended alphabet such as Σ ∪
{h1 , ..., hk } ∪ {i1 , ..., ik }.
(b) In Koskenniemi and Silfverberg (2010),
the atomic symbols are themselves indexed. This method needs an extended
alphabet such as Σ × {1, ..., k}. Thus,
each symbol in α is divided into k different variants, α1 , ..., αk .
In order to reflect the extended alphabet Σ′ , languages λ1 , ..., λk , ρ1 , ..., ρk have to be replaced
with the expanded ones λ′1 , ..., λ′k , ρ′1 , ..., ρ′k .
The indexing is later cancelled by an appropriate homomorphism g : Σ′ ∗ → Σ∗ and the CR
semantics is finally given by the formula
g(∩ki=1 αi ⇒ λ′i ρ′i ).

(4)

The recognizer for the result is nondeterministic, but it is unclear if the result is ever smaller
than a canonical automaton. Nevertheless, the
extended alphabet has an undesirable effect on
the number of transitions in various stages of
the compilation process.
The approach has been generalized beyond the
atomic symbols to a slightly larger family of

patterns languages: a modified IC formula applies to the case where, for all w, w′ ∈ α, the
words w and w′ are overlap-free or equivalent
(Yli-Jyrä and Koskenniemi, 2004, formula 16
on page 18). The formula resembles an implementation of replace rules Kempe and Karttunen (1996) and is related to a former implementation of the CR operator in Xerox Finite
State Tool (XFST) (Yli-Jyrä, 2003; Yli-Jyrä and
Koskenniemi, 2004; Karttunen, 2004).
3. GR: SF with a Restricted Homomorphism
The generalized restriction (GR) operation
(Yli-Jyrä and Koskenniemi, 2004) increases the
compactness of star-free expressions by using
a marker alphabet ∆, such that ∆ ∩ Σ = ∅,
and an operation that removes a finite number
of markers from words.
Let Σ∆ = Σ ∪ {∆} and let f : Σ∗∆ → Σ∗ be
a string homomorphism defined by h(a) = a,
h(⋄) = ǫ, h(ǫ) = ǫ, h(x·y) = h(x)·h(y) for all
a ∈ Σ, ⋄ ∈ ∆. Within the method, the homomorphism h can be replaced with its restriction
hd = h|(∅(∆∅)d ) where d ∈ N. Since star-free
languages are closed under the restriction of hd ,
it extends star-free regular expressions.
For all d ∈ N, the GR operation is syntactid∆
cally represented by the operator =⇒ whose
semantics is defined over d-marker languages
W, W ′ ⊆ ∅(∆∅)d by
d∆

W =⇒ W ′ = hd (W − W ′ ).

(5)

We will call the left side, W , the pattern (language) and the opposite side, W ′ , the context
(language). Let ∆ = {⋄}. The semantics of a
CR constraint is expressed by:
2∆

(∅⋄α⋄∅) =⇒ ∪ki=1 (λn ⋄α⋄ρn ).

(6)

Note that (5) requires a deterministic or codeterministic recognizer for W ′ .
4. FO: A Fragment of Second-Order Logic
Various logical formalisms have been used
for defining the semantics of the CR operation exactly (Koskenniemi, 1983; Yli-Jyrä and
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Koskenniemi, 2004; Vaillette, 2004; Hulden,
2008). Koskenniemi (1983, 36) defines a CR
with k = 1 through a logical expression (7) but
did not explicate any model-theoretic semantics of the logic itself.
{w|(w = vxy ∧ x ∈ α)
→ (v ∈ Σ∗ λ1 ∧ y ∈ ρ1 Σ∗ )}.

(7)

In finite model theory, the semantics of the
CR operation can be defined precisely through
monadic second-order logic (MSO) or, if the
operands are star-free, in its first-order (FO)
fragment. In both cases, the formula is interpreted over finite words. The semantics of
MSO relies on automata over an extended alphabet, reflecting the power set of the variables in the formula. For example, variables
v and y would induce the extended alphabet
Σ′ = Σ × 2{v,y} .
In Yli-Jyrä and Koskenniemi (2004) and
Hulden (2008), the semantics of FO variables
has been defined with markers. The markers
are often cheaper than the set-based encoding
of FO variables as they extend the alphabet
only by one new symbol per variable.
Customized predicate logics (Vaillette, 2004;
Hulden, 2008) add syntactic sugar to the
usual MSO logic through substring variables
x, y, z, .... In addition, regular expressions α,
λ1 , ρ1 etc. can be used in the predicates. With
these extensions, the model theoretic semantics
of CR can be expressed through such elegant
formulas as
(∀x)(matches(x, α)→btw(x, λ1 , ρ1 )).

(8)

5. PF: Prefix-Free Patterns
If we assume that that the pattern α (as a set of
strings) does not contain proper prefixes (symmetrically: proper suffixes), one marker in the
GR pattern language becomes redundant. This
observation helps to reduce the 2-marker GR
approach to a 1-marker GR approach whenever
the assumption holds for the patttern α:
1∆

(∅⋄α∅) =⇒ ∪ki=1 (λn ⋄αρn ).

CRs with prefix-free patterns occur naturally
inside the XFST-style replace rules (Yli-Jyrä,
2008b), bracketed FSIGs (Yli-Jyrä, 2008a),
and partition-based grammars (Grimley-Evans
et al., 1996). In these applications, each pattern
match can be unambiguously marked with one
marker only.
The assumption of prefix-freeness is trivially
true when α ⊆ Σ. This assumption was used
in Yli-Jyrä (2009), where also an optimized
compilation algorithm for the 1-marker GR was
presented.
A variant of this approach is in place in Partition Based Two Level Morphology (GrimleyEvans et al., 1996) where multi character patterns form adjacent blocks into which the
whole word is implicitly partitioned. As each
of the block is bracketed, the blocks cannot be
prefixes or suffixes of one another.
6. WL: Weighted Logic
The weighted MSO logic (Droste and Gastin,
2009) can be used to define the characteristic
series 1L ∈ BhhΣ∗ ii of any recognizable language L ∈ Σ∗ and, in particular, of the language of the constraint α⇒λ1 ρ1 , ..., λk ρk .
For any word w ∈ c1 ...cn ∈ Σ∗ , assume
that α′ (v, y), λ′1 (v), ..., λ′k (v), ρ′1 (y), ..., ρ′k (y)
are appropriate wMSO(B, Σ) formulas defining the membership tests (cv ...cy ∈ α),
(c1 ...cv−1 ∈ λ1 ), ..., (c1 ...cv−1 ∈ λk ),
(cy+1 ...cn ∈ λ1 ), ..., (cy+1 ...cn ∈ λk ). Then
the formula
∀v.∀y.(α′ (v, y) → ∨ki=1 λ′i (v) ∧ ρ′i (y))
defines the characteristic series 1L for the constraint α ⇒ λ1 ρ1 , ..., λk ρk .
Each universally quantified variable must be
eliminated separately because each elimination
asserts that the quantifier’s scope is expressing a recognizable step function (Droste and
Gastin, 2009). This is contrasted to the (unweighted) predicate logic of Hulden (2008)
where the quantified variables are defined over
position pairs. The elimination of the weighted
universal quantifiers has been described in the
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proof of Lemma 5.4 in Droste and Gastin
(2009)
In sum, the prior CR compilation methods can be
characterized, on average, by the following properties:
1. a product alphabet (IC, (FO,) WL)
2. the pattern-context contrast (all)
3. substring quantification (all but PF, WL)
4. relies on deterministic automata (all)
5. uses De Morgan duals (nearly all)
6. unavoidable DFA result (SF, GR, FO, PF).
1.3 The Overview of the Unconventional
Approach
The method presented in the following sections is
nonconventional in many respects as it takes advantage of the following observations:
1. O(1) Markers. The GR method has demonstrated that adding O(1) markers to the alphabet is enough. We will thus use markers instead of a heavily extended alphabet. This also
means that we start our thinking from the GR
operation.
2. Patternless GR. One of the operands of the
GR operation can be eliminated as the pattern
W ⊆ ∅⋄∅ can be moved to the right side of
the

 GR without
 any
 effect on the semantics:
1∆
1∆
′
W =⇒ W = ∅⋄∅ =⇒ (W ′ ∪ W ) . The
resulting patternless GR can be viewed as a
form of a universal quantifier:


1∆
∅⋄∅ =⇒ W ′′ = {c1 ...cn |
∀i∈{0, ..., n}.c1 ...ci ⋄ci+1 ...cn ∈ W ′′ }.

(9)

3. One Position. The quantified positions can be
eliminated one by one. A patternless 2-marker
GR where ∆ = {⋄1 , ⋄2 } and W ′ ⊆ W =
∅⋄1 ∅⋄2 ∅ reduces to a pair of nested 1-marker
GRs:


 

1{⋄1 }
1{⋄2 }
2∆
′
′
W =⇒ W = ∅⋄∅ =⇒ ∅⋄∅ =⇒ W . (10)

The approach is comparable to weighted logic
where one cannot generally remove two universally quantified variables at once because the
resulting weighted automaton is not necessarily finite.
4. Determinism and Co-determinism. Combinations of left and right sequential transducers (Johnson, 1972; Skut et al., 2004; Peikov,
2006) have been applied in the compilation
of context-dependent rewriting rules. Analogously, the recognizer for the context language
W ′ can be determinized and co-determinized
“inwards”, towards the marker (Section 2.3).
5. No Complementations. The local structure of
the “inward” deterministic recognizer for the
pattern language W ′ can be used directly as
if it were a readily compiled constraint (Section 3). Thus, the “double complementation”
needed by many prior methods is avoided.
6. NFA Result. The compilation can result into
a nondeterministic automaton (NFA). In applications, NFAs can be used as constraints since
they are closed under the intersection operation.
The rest of the paper is committed to the realization of the new core operation: the patternless GR
1{⋄2 }

(∅⋄∅ =⇒ W ′ ). A patternless GR operation can
express a CR or even a combination of CRs. This
operation is described in Section 3.
Before the section, some prerequisites are given
(Section 2), and after the section, the paper is concluded with complexity analysis and remarks (Section 4).

2

The Prerequisites

2.1 Automata
For overviews and the terminology of finite automata, the reader is referred to a text book such as
Hopcroft et al. (2006).
A (nondeterministic) finite automaton (fa) is a 5tuple A=(Q, I, F, Σ, δ) with states Q, initial states
I, final states F , input alphabet Σ and the transition
relation δ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q. For every state q ∈ Q
and letter a ∈ Σ, the set of states {r|(q, a, r) ∈ δ}
34

Algorithm 1 BARRIER D ET(A, ∆): Determinization until ∆-barrier
Require: A fa A = (Q, I, F, Σ∆ , δ)
1: done ← F ′ ← δ ′ ← ∅; Q′ ← {(0, I)}
2: while Q′ 6= done do
3:
Pick a state (s, P ) from Q′ − done;
Insert the state (s, P ) to done
4:
for all a ∈ Σ∆ with P a 6= ∅ do
5:
if s = 0 and a ∈ Σ then
6:
Insert the state (0, P a) to Q′ ;
Insert the triplet ((0, P ), a, (0, P a)) to δ ′
7:
else
8:
for all r ∈ P a do
9:
insert ((s, P ), a, (1, {r})) to δ ′ , and
(1, {r}) to Q′
10:
end for
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end while
14: return A′ =(Q′ , {(0, I)}, Q′ ∩({1}×F ), Σ∆ , δ ′ )
Ensure: (see the referrence in the text)
reached by input a is denoted by qa. Extend the
notation to a state set P ⊆ Q and a word w =
a1 ...an ∈ Σ∗ in such a way that P a = {q | p ∈
P, (p, a, q) ∈ δ} and P a1 ...a2 = (P a1 )a2 ...an . The
automaton recognizes the language ||A|| = {w ∈
Σ∗ | Iw ∩ P 6= ∅}.
Let A = (Q, I, F, Σ, δ) be a fa. Denote its structural reversal (Q, F, I, Σ, δ ′ ) where δ ′ = {(r, a, q) |
(q, a, r) ∈ δ} by AR . Denote by Σ∆ = Σ ∪ ∆ an
alphabet such that ∆ ∩ Σ = ∅.
2.2 Barrier Deterministic Automata
Definition 2.1. Let A = (Q, I, F, Σ∆ , δ). The fa A
is barrier deterministic with respect to the marker set
∆ if
1. there is at most one initial state, i.e. |I| ≤ 1
2. the states Q can be divided into the sets of left
and right states Q1 and Q2 in such a way that
δ ⊆ (Q1 × ∆ × Q2 ) ∪ (Q1 × Σ × Q1 ) ∪ (Q2 ×
Σ × Q2 )
3. the left states are deterministic i.e. |qa| ≤ 1 for
every state q ∈ Q1 and letter a ∈ Σ.

Let A=(Q, I, F, Σ∆ , δ) be a fa. Algorithm
1 implements a function called BARRIER D ET.
BARRIER D ET(A, ∆) is a barrier deterministic automaton A′ = (Q1 ∪ Q2 , I ′ , F ′ , Σ∆ , δ ′ ) with
• |I| ≤ 1, Q1 ∩ Q2 = ∅, δ ⊆ (Q1 × ∆ × Q2 ) ∪
(Q1 × Σ × Q1 ) ∪ (Q2 × Σ × Q2 ), and |qa| ≤ 1
for every state q ∈ Q1 and letter a ∈ Σ.
δ′

f

a
0
1

•

= ||A|| ∩

0,1

Definition 2.2. Let A = (Q, I, F, Σ∆ , δ). The automaton A is inward deterministic with respect to
the marker set ∆ if both A and AR are barrier deterministic with respect to the marker set ∆.
An inward deterministic automaton A′′ =
I NWARD D ET(A, M ) with ||A′′ || = ||A|| ∩ Σ∗ ∆Σ∗
is given by
I NWARD D ET(A, M ) =
BARRIER D ET(BARRIER D ET(A, ∆)R , ∆)R . (11)
Note that A′′ has at most one path for every v⋄y ∈
Σ∗ ∆Σ∗ where ⋄ ∈ ∆. The definition is illustrated
in Figure 1.

3

Compiling Patternless GR Constraints

Let A = (Q, I, F, Σ{⋄} , δ) be an automaton that
is inward deterministic with respect to {⋄}. This
section describes how a recognizer for the language
Σ∗ − h1 (Σ∗ ⋄Σ∗ − ||A||) of the patternless GR con1{⋄}

straint (∅⋄∅ =⇒ W ′ ) with W ′ = ||A|| is constructed.
The language L = Σ∗ − h1 (Σ∗ ⋄Σ∗ − W ′ ) is described either through a double complement or positively:
′
• Any word w ∈ Σ∗ such that h−1
1 (w) 6⊆ W is
“nogood” i.e. w ∈
/L
′
• Any word w ∈ Σ∗ such that h−1
1 (w) ⊆ W is
“good” i.e. w ∈ L.

The positive description for L has an interpretation in an inward deterministic recognizer A. Let
w = c1 ...cn ∈ Σ∗ . If w ∈ L then A has two disjoint
w-labeled (incomplete) paths:
35
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Σ∗ ∆Σ∗ .

2.3 Inward Deterministic Automata

b
c

0

• Q2 ⊆ {1}×Q and ∩ (Q2 × Σ × Q2 ) =
({1}×δ) ∩ (Q2 × Σ × Q2 )
||A′ ||

a

4

⋄
⋄

3 c 5
a

6

7,8 f

e

8,9

e
7

g

f

⋄ 4,5
f
a 1,3
c 1,2
5,6 e
⋄ ⋄
0
b
3 ⋄ 4 g

7

Figure 1: The lower two automata are inward deterministic (with ∆ = {⋄}), while the upper two automata are
not inward deterministic.

1. An initial left context path πl = hl0 , l1 , ..., ln i
that starts from the initial state l0 = i and ends
at the state ln .
2. A final right context path πr = hr0 , r1 , ..., rn i
that starts from the final state rn = f and proceeds left-deterministically to the state r0 .
These two paths in the automaton A are connected
with n + 1 transitions on the ⋄-marker, and they thus
form n+1 complete runs, one for each n+1 marked
word in the language h−1
1 (w). They constitute a
ladder-shaped substructure as illustrated in Figure 2.
Let Z ⊆ Σ∗ ⋄Σ∗ be a marked language. Then Z is
closed under variant markings, if Z = h−1
1 (h1 (Z)).
In this sense, the largest closed subset of ||A||
∗
∗
is L ADDER(||A||) = Σ∗ ⋄Σ∗ − h−1
1 (h1 (Σ ⋄Σ −
||A||)). We now have the equivalence between the
double complement description and the positive description for the language L:
Σ∗ − h1 (Σ∗ ⋄Σ∗ − W ′ ) = h1 (L ADDER(||A||)).
S UPERPOSE(A, ⋄) (Algorithm 2) detects the sublanguage L ADDER(||A||) from A and constructs

c3 ...cn−2
c1

l0
⋄
r0

c1

c2

l1
⋄
r1

c2

ln−2

l2
⋄

⋄
rn−2

r2

cn−1
cn−1

ln−1
⋄
rn−1

cn
cn

ln
⋄
rn

c3 ...cn−2
Figure 2: The ladder-shaped substructure of A corresponding to the word c1 ...cn .

a recognizer A′′ for its homomorphic image
h1 (L ADDER(||A||). The lines 3-6 optimize the algorithm by restricting its state set to the accessible
part. In practice, this optimization can be easily incorporated to the main construction that is on lines 1
and 2.
Algorithm 2 S UPERPOSE(A,⋄)
Require: Inward deterministic NFA
A = (Q, {i}, {f }, δ) with L(A) ⊆ Σ∗ ⋄Σ∗
1: Q′ ← {(l, r) | (l, ⋄, r) ∈ δ};
I ′ ← {(l, r) ∈ Q′ | l ∈ I};
F ′ ← {(l, r) ∈ Q′ | r ∈ F }
2: δ ′ ← {((l, r), a, (l′ , r ′ )) |
(l, r), (l′ , r′ ) ∈ Q′ , l′ ∈ la, r′ ∈ ra}
′
3: A = (Q′ , I ′ , F ′ , Σ, δ ′ ); P ← I ′
4: while P Σ − P 6= ∅ do
5:
P ← P ∪ PΣ
6: end while
7: return A′′ =(P, I ′ , F ′ ∩P, Σ, δ ′ (∩P ×Σ×P ))
Ensure: ||A′′ || = h1 (L ADDER(||A||))

4

Evaluation

4.1 The Worst-Case Complexity Analysis
The complexity of I NWARD D ET (Algorithm 1)
alone is similar to the general determinization algorithms: exponential to the size of the input. Let l
and r be the size of the left-context component and
the right-context component of the automaton that
is an input to the inward determinization algorithm.
Denote the left-context and right-context state sets
of the result of I NWARD D ET, respectively, by Q and
R. The respective sizes of the Q and R components
of the inward deterministic result are then O(2l ) and
O(2r ).
The S UPERPOSE algorithm (Algorithm 2) assumes a nondeterministic automaton that is inward
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deterministic with respect to the marker ⋄. Such
an automaton contains O(|Q||R|) marker transitions and O((|Q| + |R|)|Σ|) normal transitions because the states have only one transition per a letter.
The size of the projection of the inward deterministic automaton is polynomial to the size of the inward deterministic automaton. Namely, it contains
O(|Q||R|) states that corresponds to ⋄-transitions
in the input. Since the result is nondeterministic,
a state (q, r) can have, for every letter a ∈ Σ,
a transition to any of the states {(q ′ , r′ )|δ(q, a) =
{q ′ }, r′ ∈ δ(r, a)}. The total number of transitions
is O(|Q||R|2 |Σ|). Based on this, the time complexity of the S UPERPOSE is O(|Q||R|2 |Σ|) if we assume that each of result transitions can be created in
constant time.
The worst case nondeterministic state complexity of the output of the I NWARD D ET and S UPER POSE methods is O(2l (2r )2 |Σ|) i.e. O(2s ) where
s = l + r. Recall that this is applicable to patternless GRs only. The patternless GR is directly usable
when the pattern language α of the CR constraint
is prefix-free or suffix-free. In all other cases, the
compilation of CRs requires more general, but less
efficient methods that involve two markers (possibly
through nested patternless GRs).
4.2 Updating the Best Practice
The comparative sizes of minimal deterministic, codeterministic and inward deterministic representations of the context language W ′ may differ significantly. For example, the deterministic or codeterministic automaton recognizing the language
Σn aΣ∗ ⋄Σ∗ aΣn (for any large enough n ∈ N) is exponentially larger than the corresponding inward deterministic automaton. The comparative size difference means that using (I NWARD D ET +)S UPERPOSE
to compile this patternless GR would be an es-

smallest representation
for λ
for ρ
determ. determ.
determ. co-det.
co-det. co-det.

recommendation
for λ⋄ρ method
determ. GR with DFAs
inw.det. S UPERPOSE
co-det.
GR with r-DFAs

Table 1: The choice for the compilation method when
other known methods cause immediate blow-up in the
representation of contexts.

sential improvement over the state-of-the-art methods where determinization (GR with DFAs) or codeterminization (GR with reverse DFAs) is the first
step of the compilation. There are also opposite situations where (I NWARD D ET +)S UPERPOSE
is less likely the most appropriate method (Table 1).
Clearly, this kind of rules of thumb will be refined
when we can evaluate the predictions with additional
practical experiments.
The differences between the efficiency of the
methods are often less dramatic in practice. The
initial experiments with some 1100 CR constraints
from a syntactic FSIG grammar (Voutilainen, 1997)
indicate that the size of the inward deterministic
automaton is typically very close (1.0 - 4.0 ×) to
the corresponding minimal deterministic automaton.
More careful implementation and experiments are
needed in order to find significant differences in efficiency.
According to the author’s experiences, it is complicated to add the barrier and inward determinization algorithms to the existing finite-state libraries
and tools. Namely, many finite state tools, such as
XFST , FOMA , and SFST , typically store the intermediate results as canonical automata. Therefore, the
current work suggests that the tools should handle
also nondeterministic and co-deterministic automata
as full citizens of the finite-state calculus.
Perhaps the cleanest way to add the currently presented algorithms to finite state libraries is to encapsulate the barrier determinization, the reversal and
the SUPERPOSE algorithm into one routine where
they can store and optimize the nondeterministic automata as needed. However, this seems to be counterproductive from the perspective of reusability.
Perhaps the best practice for using the currently
presented method is to use multiple methods and
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avoid expensive determinizations whenever possible.
4.3 Further Work
There are some possibilities for optimizations and
extensions in the presented algorithms: (1) The inward determinization can be optimized by adding
some filtering for states that cannot be used by the
SUPERPOSE algorithm. (2) A notion of minimality can be adapted to inward deterministic automata
and the minimized inward deterministic automata
can help reduce the size of the compiled result. (3)
The current method for CR compilation could be
embedded in methods that compile replace rules or
methods where the constraints or rules are compiled
on “the fly”. (4) a weighted variant of the current method should be compared against Droste and
Gastin (2009).
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